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By Emily ZulZ
Administration Editor
Changes made to the Electron-
ic Writing Portfolio become effec-
tive today. 
Students will now be able to sub-
mit papers online from any course. 
The paper must be at least 750 words 
long and in standard English.
“The guidelines for the new EWP 
are more flexible and student-friend-
ly,” said Karla Sanders, director of 
the Center for Academic Support 
and Achievement. 
The new guidelines are a result of 
work done by the Committee on the 
Assessment of Student Learning and 
were passed by the Council on Aca-
demic Affairs. 
CASL determined that some 
changes were needed based on stu-
dent and faculty feedback.
“We have tried to make the new 
system address the major issues that 
were voiced by students and faculty,” 
Sanders said. 
One of those changes is papers 
from previous semesters will no lon-
ger be accepted. 
“One of the complaints that we 
heard from faculty was that stu-
dents put off this requirement and 
would come back a semester or 
two after the faculty member had 
assigned and graded the paper,” 
Sanders said. 
By Brittni Garcia
Campus Editor
Freshmen journalism majors will be 
required to purchase Mac laptops as part 
of the department’s laptop initiative, start-
ing in Fall 2009.
“What I envision in three or four 
years, we won’t be meeting in the com-
puter labs and students will bring their 
own computer into the classroom,” said 
James Tidwell, chair of the journalism 
department.
The journalism department is the first 
department from the College of Arts and 
Humanities to require Mac laptops; how-
ever, the department of communication 
disorders and sciences was the first to 
implement the initiative, using comput-
ers from Hewlett-Packard. 
“Faculty have lead this initiative,” said 
Michael Hoadley, assistant vice president 
for academic affairs for technology. “They 
want technology in the classroom.”
Tidwell said journalism classrooms 
would have a different look in the future. 
Several classes would have tables instead 
of desks to create more space, he said.
Computers will still be available in 
most classrooms for non-majors taking 
journalism courses, he added. 
“In the journalism department, we 
rely heavier on technology more than 
other disciplines might because of writ-
ing, design and photography,” Tidwell 
said.
Journalism professor Brian Poulter said 
journalism is changing quickly, and a stu-
dent is going to have to report, use a cam-
era and a recorder.
“With this initiative, we want to use 
the professional approach and make this 
second nature to them,” Poulter said.
Because more students will use wire-
less Internet, the wireless connectivity on 
campus will be enhanced, especially in 
Buzzard Hall.  
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More laptop plans begin
Union says  
new EWP 
rules harm 
academic 
freedom 
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For more on Eastern’s laptop plans, 
including how the Communication 
Disorders and Sciences Department’s 
laptop initiative is working out, go to  
www.dennews.com and search for 
“laptop plan.”
Extra grading time 
will add to teachers’ 
workload, faculty 
union president says
EWP submissions go electronic 
camPuS i TECHNOLOgY
“They (students and faculty) can access the 
system from any computer with Internet  
access at any time.”
— Karla Sanders, director of CASA
univErSity i ELECTRONIC WRITINg PORTFOLIO
Papers can now be 
turned in online; ’from 
writing-intensive class’ 
requirement dropped
Journalism department 
will require freshmen 
starting next year to 
buy a laptop for class
By Emily ZulZ
Administration Editor
Charles Delman finds the new 
Electronic Writing Portfolio program 
to be deeply offensive.
Delman, president of Eastern’s 
chapter of the University Profession-
als of Illinois, said the union has two 
major issues with the new EWP that 
takes effect today. 
The first complaint is the new 
procedure violates academic free-
dom, Delman said. 
He said faculty contracts state 
that the Board of Trustees, the uni-
versity and its administration must 
adhere to the principles of academ-
ic freedom. 
“To tell faculty members how they 
should judge writing, what process 
they should use, what they should 
consider to be important — simply 
presuming to tell faculty members 
how to do that — is a gross infringe-
ment of our academic freedom,” he 
said. 
Delman said faculty members are 
hired based on stringent qualifica-
tions, including an advance degree 
from a quality graduate program. 
“We’re chosen to be qualified, and 
academic freedom assumes that fac-
ulty members are qualified to know 
how to best teach their subjects, 
including the writing that’s involved 
in their subjects,” he said.
Blair Lord, provost and vice pres-
ident for academic affairs, said the 
new EWP procedures do not infringe 
academic freedom in any way.
“It doesn’t tell them how to teach 
the course, it doesn’t tell them what to 
put in there, what assignments to make 
or how to grade them,” Lord said.
The other issue Delman said the 
union has deals with faculty mem-
bers’ workload. 
The new rubric involved with the 
new system requires faculty to go 
through a more complicated pro-
cess instead of coming up with one 
answer as to whether the paper is 
acceptable or not, Delman said. 
The new rubric requires them to 
answer four questions. 
“To have to follow some external-
ly mandated procedure is not only a 
violation of my academic freedom, 
it also means that I have to do extra 
work by grading it again according 
to someone else’s criteria,” Delman 
said.  
Lord said the mechanisms for 
grading EWP submissions have 
changed, but the faculty’s workload 
has not. 
PHOTO IllUsTraTIOn BY rOBBIE WrOBlEWskI
Starting in Fall 2009, all freshmen journalism majors will be required to buy the Macbook laptop for classes.
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WEATHER BRIEF 
Cool conditions prevail today. Daytime 
temperatures will begin to rise into the upper 70s 
and lower 80s for the rest of the week with a chance 
of thunderstorms on Friday. 
ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK 
DeGeneres returns with more than new studio 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Ellen DeGeneres 
premiered her sixth season as host of 
"Ellen" with two notable changes: a 
new studio and a wedding ring. 
The syndicated talk show re-
turned Monday with a taped episode 
from the show's new set on the War-
ner Bros. studio lot in Los Angeles. 
It was DeGeneres' first show since 
marrying actress Portia de Rossi in 
August. 
"lhis is my first show as a mar-
ried lady," DeGeneres announced, 
flashing her wedding ring. 
The audience gave her a standing 
ovation. 
DeGeneres, 50, and Rossi were 
wed in an intimate ceremony at their 
Beverly Hills home. The Emmy-win-
ning host and Rossi had dated for 
four years and announced that they 
would marry after the California Su-
preme Court legalized same-sex mar-
riages in May. 
PHOTO OF THE DAY 
"Who knew John McCain and I 
would have something in common," 
she joked. "We both chose female 
running mates." 
Rowling wins copyright 
claim on Monday 
NEW YORK - A judge ruled 
Monday in favor of "Harry Potter" 
author J.K Rowling in her copyright 
infringement lawsuit against a fan 
and Web site operator who was set 
to publish a Potter encyclopedia. 
U.S. District Judge Robert P. Pat-
terson said Rowling had proven that 
Steven Vander Ark's "Harry Pot-
ter Lexicon" would cause her irrep-
arable harm as a writer. He perma-
nently blocked publication of the 
reference guide and awarded Rowl-
ing and Warner Bros. Entertainment 
Inc. $6,750 in statutory damages. 
"I took no pleasure at all in bring-
ing legal action and am delighted 
that this issue has been resolved fa-
vorably," Rowling said Monday in a 
statement. 
Teena M arie, 
Chaka Khan honored 
PHILADELPHIA - Teena Ma-
rie was first recognized as an R&B 
talent in the 1970s when she signed 
a recording deal with Motown at 
the tender age of 19. 
Now, the self-proclaimed "Ivory 
Queen of Soul" is being recognized 
for a nearly 30-year career that has 
included collaborations with in-
dustry giants from Rick James to 
Smokey Robinson, as well as a 
Grammy-nominated solo reper-
toire. 
Teena Marie is one of nine art-
ists receiving a Pioneer Award from 
the Philadelphia-based Rhythm & 
Blues Foundation at a gala cere-
mony Tuesday night. 
"I'm very, very excited," Marie 
said in a phone interview. "All my 
idols that I grew up on are going to 
be there." 
Perusing through posters 
~ 
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ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Dan Rolando, a junior physics and economics major, peruses a box of small posters while a postcard of Albert 
Einstein looks on from a rack during the poster sale in the Library Quad on Monday morning. 
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UNIVERSITY 
Senate looks 
at enrollment 
By STEPHEN 01 BENEDETTO 
News Editor 
With the lOth day of school 
complete, the Faculty Senate will 
bring three guests to discuss different 
enrollment figures. 
Director of Admissions Bren-
da Majors, Robert Augustine, dean 
of the Graduate School, and Bonnie 
Irwin, dean of the Honors College, 
will discuss with the senate 1Oth-day 
enrollment numbers. 
The senate typically conducts 
a discussion on enrollment figures 
every year. Last year, the senate host-
ed the discussion before the lOth 
day of school, making the discussion 
based on enrollment projections. 
"We wanted to wait until the 
1Oth day came through," said Faculty 
Senate Chair John Pommier. "Most 
of them already have their presenta-
tion together, but they also wanted 
to make sure that they are giving us 
real numbers." 
The senate will host its regular 
meeting at 2 p.m. today in Booth 
Library Conference Room 4440. 
Pommier said Majors will discuss 
freshmen and new transfer enroll-
ment numbers. Augustine will dis-
cuss graduate and international stu-
dent enrollment, and Irwin will dis-
cuss enrollment in the National Stu-
dent Exchange. 
"I wanted to try and keep getting 
exposure with NSE, but if she has 
other enrollment numbers she wants 
to throw at us, that's great," Pommi-
er said of why he wanted Irwin to 
visit the senate. 
NSE is an undergraduate pro-
gram that allows students to attend 
universities in other places in the 
United States or Canada. 
Pommier said the senate will be 
interested to hear what stories each 
guest has to share. He added the sen-
ate wants to hear about the quality 
of the students Eastern is bringing to 
campus, such as the ACT scores of 
freshmen and new transfer students. 
The overall enrollment total could 
possibly be lower, but that is not 
necessarily a bad statistic for Eastern, 
Pommier said. 
''lhere's another side to it," he 
said. "They are lower, possibly, but 
look at the quality of the students." 
He said Augustine is excited to 
share information with the senate. 
"But he's not telling me what it 
is, but he's excited about the gradu-
ate and international enrollment," 
Pommier said. 
He added the senate would also 
look at enrollment trends and what 
each department has done different-
ly with enrollment. 
Blair Lord, provost and vice pres-
ident for academic affairs, said lOth-
day enrollment numbers would be 
released to the media and public 
either today or Wednesday. 
In other business, the senate will 
take a vote on filling positions left 
by Robert "Bud" Fischer, who took 
a job at the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, and English professor 
Robin Murray. 
Pommier said Murray's class 
schedule conflicted with senate meet-
ing times. The replacement for Mur-
ray will only be for the full semester, 
he added. Murray will then return to 
the senate in the spring semester. 
Pommier would not release the 
names on the potential replacements. 
A majority vote of senate members is 
needed to approve the replacements. 
Stephen Oi Benedetto can be reached 
at 581-7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu. 
• • • 
CAMPUS I ORGANIZATION 
SAT sets their goals 
By HEATHER HOLM 
Student Government Editor 
The Student Action Team is 
pushing to lobby and to have more 
voter registration as part of its meet-
ing on Monday night. 
The Student Action Team will 
also share a booth with Student 
Government at Pantherpalooza pro-
moting their goals for the season. 
Marshella Stinson, who was a 
member from last year, talked about 
her experience going to Springfield 
last year. 
"We went up there to push the 
higher education bill to try and get 
more money for education," said 
Stinson, a senior political science 
major. 
She was also a deputy registrar 
for Student Government. 
She said a lot of people came to 
lobby in general. 
And Student Body President 
Levi Bulgar said the Student Action 
Team usually goes to Springfield 
twice, once each semester. 
This semester, Eric Wilber, stu-
dent executive vice president and 
chair of Student Action Team, said 
the Student Action Team would go 
to Springfield on either Nov. 9 or 
12. 
Bobbie Mitchell, vice chair of 
Student Action Team, said it would 
be easier to lobby in Springfield 
after Election Day on Nov. 4. 
Mitchell said he does not want 
to lose voter registration steam after 
November, though. 
"If we want to push laws for 
Eastern, we will look like a bigger 
force if we all vote," he said. 
Bulgar talked about the Shake 
Initiative, which was a program ini-
tiated at the University of Connect-
icut. 
"If students registered to vote, 
they each got a small Frosty from 
Wendy's," Bulgar said. "This col-
lectively with some other programs 
increased voter registration by 900 
percent." 
Since Student Action Team 
works with voter registration, the 
group will sponsor Rock the Vote as 
well. This will take place Wednes-
ELECTION I VOTE 
ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Bobbie Mitchell, vice chair of the Student Action Team, discusses voter 
registration at the group's meeting on Monday night in the Bridge 
Lounge of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univeristy Union. 
day, Sept. 17 from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. 
"There will be pins, stickers 
and wristbands," Wilber said. "The 
stickers will say, ' I am registered to 
Vote, Are You?"' 
Seven people, along with three 
executive members of Student Gov-
ernment, were appointed to Student 
Action Team on Monday night. 
These members will be brought 
up and approved by the senate at 
the Student Senate meeting on 
Wednesday night. Three members 
within the group were announced 
as the legislative action chair, legis-
lative research chair and voter regis-
tration chair. 
''lhese chairs oversee these dif-
ferent committees," Wilber said. 
''lhe legislative action chair works 
on lobbying skills and sets the date 
for when the group will go over to 
Springfield. The legislative research 
chair researches legislation com-
ing up and gives it to the legislative 
action chair." 
Wilber said the legislative 
research chair also works with the 
budget, and the voter registration 
chair was self-explanatory. 
Heather Holm can be reached at 581-
7942 or at haolm@eiu.edu. 
Want to register to vote this year? 
By KRYSTAL MOYA 
City Editor 
With the election approaching, 
students may wonder where to reg-
ister. Sheryl Thomas, Coles Coun-
ty deputy of voter registration, lets 
students know. 
How do I register here? 
Overall, you just need two 
forms of ID. One needs to show 
the current address that you live in 
Coles County. 
You can use a utility bill or 
something that shows an address 
like that. Once you show those 
forms of ID the deputy registrar 
will fill out the card, it will be pro-
cessed and then you will get a voter 
registration card in the mail." 
What if I'm not from here? 
You have to contact the county 
clerk in the county you live in and 
request an absentee ballot. 
The time period to vote that 
way is from Sept. 25 to Oct. 14. 
Who has registered? 
Forty-two thousand three hun-
dred twenty-eight total in the 
county but 30,148 are active reg-
istrants for today. 
Some registrants can be sus-
pended or in the process of cancel-
ing and that's why it shows more. 
It changes day to day. 
What do I need to registe r? 
You just need those two forms 
of ID, but if you don't have them, 
you can fill out a form and send 
that in and you will get your vot-
er registration card. 
However, you need to bring 
those forms ofiD to the polls. 
Whe n is the deadline? 
Oct. 7 is the last day to register. 
After that they have a grace period 
to register to vote but you have to 
vote in person here in our office. 
This ends Oct. 21. 
Why is it critical to registe r? 
So you have that right to vote 
for the things you are interested in 
and have a say to what is going on. 
Also, if not for anything else, it 
is a form ofiD. 
Who do I go to for help? 
You can always come to the 
(Coles) County Clerk's Office 
to register and the Charleston 
Library also has facilities. 
At Eastern, the student gov-
ernment is currently making 
some of its members deputy reg-
istrars so students can register on 
campus. The first day for that will 
be Sept. 17. 
Eric Wilber (student executive 
vice president) is heading that. 
What else should 
know? 
Most people don't know that 
after the absentee voting period, 
you can come in and vote early. 
That begins Oct. 14. 
Krystal Maya can be reached at 581-
7945 or at ksmoya@eiu.edu. 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Pantherpalooza in 
South Quad today 
Students interested in joining 
Registered Student Organizations 
at Eastern will have an opportu-
nity to learn about them today 
Pantherpalooza runs from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the South Quad. 
Many RSOs will have represen-
tatives at the fair with informa-
tion on how to join. 
In case of inclement weather, 
the fair will take place from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Grand Ball-
room of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
Sigma Lambda Gamma 
hosting ice cream social 
The Eastern colony of Sigma 
Lambda Gamma is hosting an ice 
cream social from 3 to 4 p.m. in 
Taylor Hall Lobby. 
Sigma Lambda Gamma is 
the largest, historically Latina-
based national sorority with 
multicultural membership. 
Participants in the ice cream 
social can learn more about the 
colony and how to join. 
-Compiled by Associate News 
Editor Matt Hopf 
EVENTS 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., today, Career 
Services offers "On the Road" at 
Ninth Street and Roosevelt Avenue 
2 p.m. to 3 p.m., today, Find 
Information Fast Workshop in 
Booth Library 
3 p.m. to 4 p.m., today, Latino 
History Month Ice Cream Social, 
Taylor Hall lobby 
BLOTTER 
David W. Sherman Jr, 19, of 
Belleville, was charged with 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol, with a blood alcohol 
content over .08 and illegal 
consumption of alcohol by a 
minor, said the University Police 
Department. 
A 1998 Kawasaki motorcycle 
was reported damaged on 
Wednesday while parked at 
Carman Hall, police said. 
A Roadmaster bicycle was 
reported stolen on Thursday 
from the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union, police said. 
A 2001 Mitsubishi was reported 
damaged on Thursday while 
parked inS Parking Lot, police 
said. 
CORRECTION 
In Monday's edition of The 
Daily Eastern News, the date for 
Pantherpalooza was incorrectly 
reported. 
Pantherpalooza will be held 
today. 
The DEN regrets the error. 
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our Edi-
tor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via: 
Phone I 581-7936, 
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com 
Office visit 118 11 Buzzard Hall 
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Other views on news 
FINDING BIGFOOT AND UFOS 
Indiana U. - With all the political 
conventions and hurricanes, many peo-
ple seem to have overlooked the sin-
gle most important news story of the 
week. In a landmark study discussed by 
the New York Times' Freakonomics blog, 
a significant and positive relationship 
was revealed between where unidenti-
fied flying objects are spotted and where 
America's most mysterious crypto-
zoological species, bigfoots (er, bigfeet?) 
are observed. In particular, the blog 
said, the two are both frequently report-
ed in Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, New 
Mexico, Washington and Wyoming. 
However, the report failed to provide 
sufficiently strong analysis. It suggest-
ed that these are all sightseeing states (so 
there are more people looking at out-
doors things), that the potential boost 
for tourism produces an incentive to 
falsely report bigfoot and UFO sight-
ings and that their residents report rel-
atively lower levels of religious belief 
than other states. The possible explana-
tions are deeply unsettling and demand 
a full investigatory effort by the agen-
cies of the federal government or, at 
least, Leonard Nimoy: First, the UFOs 
might be abducting our bigfoots! The 
reason for this is unclear, but perhaps 
after years of studying rednecks they've 
decided to move on to probing even 
larger, hairier hominids. Second, the 
bigfoots might be following the UFOs! 
Third, maybe their joint appear-
ance is a coincidence. It just happens 
that people in those six states are partic-
ularly observant. See, while you're sit-
ting around watching your soap operas, 
reading your "mainstream newspapers," 
there are people in these states staying 
up night after night to clean their guns 
and await the signs of the apocalypse. 
What's that you say? Perhaps we'll 
find that the explanation for all this 
is that bigfoots are really aliens? Oh 
please. Who'd believe that? 
Indiana Daily Stttdent 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
The editorial is the majority opinion 
of the DEN editorial board. Reach the 
opinions editor at: 
DENopinions@gmail.com 
lETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters to the editor can be 
submitted at any time on any topic to 
the Opinions Editor to be published in 
The Daily Eastern News. 
The DENs policy is to run all letters 
that are not libelous or potentially 
harmful. They must be less than 250 
words. 
Letters to the editor can be brought 
in with identification to The DEN 
at I8II Buzzard Hall. Letters may 
also be submitted electronically from 
the author's EIU e-mail address to 
D ENopinions@gmail.com. 
• • • • • • 
Drawn from the News I Rick Kambic 
( 
) 
./ 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
Extend bar hours every 
day, not just on Sundays 
Last Tuesday, the City Council approved new 
Sunday bar hours and Charleston bars will now 
extend its hours on Sundays to midnight instead 
of II p.m. For football fans and bars owners, this 
seems to be ideal. For residents, the change could 
mean more of a nuisance. 
There are many pros and cons to the bars being 
allowed to stay open. First off, sports fans can 
now stay till the end of the games that start late 
on the west coast and for bar owners, it means 
another hour that patrons are in their bars having 
a good time and, essentially, equals more prof-
it. For the Charleston community, it also means a 
little more revenue being brought into the city. 
But the question we would like to know is why 
did the request to extend hours not include the 
rest of the week? 
It only seems as though it could benefit this 
city a little more overall if the closing time was 
extended one hour each day during the week. 
This is a college town, and students oflegal age 
will drink regardless. Buying drinks from local 
establishments brings in revenue, and revenue 
leads to new businesses moving to town with new 
jobs. And the world just keeps on spinning. 
Charleston Police Chief Mark Jenkins said 
there would be no need to put more police offi-
cers on patrol if the hours were extended dur-
ing the week. Therefore, more money would not 
OUR VIEW 
• Situation: The Charleston City Council will 
allow bars to remain open until midnight on 
Sundays instead of an 11 p.m. closing time. 
• Stance: Revenues from the change could 
benefit the city if the one-hour extension is 
implemented every day of the week. 
need to be spent in order to protect the rights of 
Charleston residents. 
With no need to crack down on students walk-
ing home an hour later, the city should monitor 
the generated revenue from the extended Sun-
day hour. If multiplying that revenue seven times 
becomes feasible, then the City Council should 
consider it because that financial boost could 
help the economic atmosphere in Charleston. 
Granted, other revenue enhancing opportuni-
ties exist in pertaining to other industries, but for 
the time being, every little bit helps and possibly 
extending bar hours seven days a week seems like 
a good first start to beginning an upward trend 
with Charleston commerce. 
As for the residents of Charleston who feel that 
leaving the bars open an hour later would be an 
outrage, take some food for thought and decide 
if one hour is going to cost you to lose that much 
sleep. 
Get registered and vote 
Vote or die. 
Rock the vote. 
However ridiculous the slogan is for the 2008 
election, Eastern students need to register and 
vote. 
But first they need to register and that will 
vary based on where you live, and whether you 
are voting in the city of Charleston or taking an 
absentee ballot as part of your hometown. 
Eastern's Student Action Team on campus 
is going to promote voter registration by host-
ing Rock the Vote from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Sept. I7 in the library quad. Another option is to 
attend a regular voter registration drive on Oct. 6 
sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs. 
Last year more than I 00 Eastern students reg-
istered to vote at this event. There should be no 
excuse why students would not take advantage of 
these events. And don't just register for the elec-
tion; when the time comes, actually cast a ballot. 
In some countries citizens can't even vote. 
Even in this country, women were not allowed 
to vote until the I920s. Minorities weren't 
always allowed to vote either. At a certain point, 
only white male Europeans with farmland were 
allowed to vote. 
Things have changed and now all citizens 
above the age of I8 have a right to vote. 
Some students will vote at the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union or the Newman Cen-
ter depending on their district. 
OUR VIEW 
• Situation: The Student Action Team is 
leading a voter registration campaign. 
• Stance: Students should take advantage of 
the chances to get registered and then vote. 
Voters on campus and in Charleston have 
multiple places to register. 
They consist of three precincts: I5, I6 and 
I7. Precincts I6 and I7 represent the majority 
of campus will vote in the Bridge Lounge of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Lin-
coln, Douglas and Stevenson Hall's residents, 
which are part of precinct I5, can vote at the 
Newman Catholic Center, 500 Roosevelt Ave. 
If you are not voting in Charleston, you have 
to contact the county clerk in the county you live 
in and request an absentee ballot. The time peri-
od to vote that way is from Sept. 25 to Oct. I4. 
Voter turnout from I972 to 2004 for I8- to 
24 year-olds has declined I7 percent in illinois, 
while nationally it has dropped 5 percent, accord-
ing to the Center for Information and Research 
on Civic Learning and Engagement. 
Come Nov. 4, you'll be watching C NN or 
FOX News, and while the polls increase for one 
candidate or the other, make sure you did your 
part by having voted. 
If not, you'll wonder whether or not your vote 
could have made a difference. 
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MATT ZIMMERMAN 
Defending 
Sarah Palin 
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin has become 
the victim of a slew of unfounded attacks 
after John McCain announced her as his 
running mate. 
Rumors about Palin that are as ridicu-
lous as those claiming that Barack Obama 
is a Kenyan-born Muslim have surfaced. 
There are claims that she has had extra-
marital affairs, her newborn, Trig, is actu-
ally her grandson and insinuations of 
Nazi sympathy by Obama spokesperson, 
Mark Bubriski. So much for a new kind 
of politics. 
Of course, there is the "Troopergate" 
Scandal. No one mentions that Palin's ex-
brother-in-law, state trooper Mike Woo-
ten, had made a death threat against Pal-
in's father and had used his Taser on his 
ten-year-old stepson. The issue is not as 
simple as Sarah Palin being upset about 
the divorce of her sister. She welcomes 
further investigation. 
There is the charge that she claimed 
that the Iraq War was a mission from 
God. This is entirely inaccurate. She said, 
''lhat's what we have to make sure we're 
praying for, that there is a plan and that 
that plan is God's will." 
She said to pray that our leaders are 
doing God's will. So what? This hap-
pens every Sunday in almost every church 
across the country. 
Then there are the ironic attacks about 
Palin not being able to handle the job 
because of her newborn child. 
The Democratic Party claims to be 
the home of feminism and equal pay for 
equal work, yet we are hearing that Pal-
in needs to stay in the kitchen and put a 
hold on her career. She can't handle kids 
and a job? 
Palin was a great pick for McCain. 
True, it takes the experience argument off 
the table for McCain, as she and Obama 
have comparable experience, but she 
brings more. This was no ploy to try to 
garner the disaffected Clinton supporters. 
The genius of this pick is that it has 
excited the conservative base of the 
Republican Party and at the same time 
increased support among indepen-
dents and working-class Democrats who 
Obama has trouble connecting with. 
It's hard for people to put faith in, and 
in turn vote for, people they can't identify 
with. The Palin family is, by all accounts, 
normal - straight-talking hockey mom 
and a union dad, living the American 
Dream. Furthermore, Palin has proved 
her ability to effectively govern. 
Palin has been unafraid to challenge 
the Republican establishment in Alas-
ka. She has supported ethics reform leg-
islation and challenged the free-spending 
mentality of the Alaska legislature. 
She has filed ethics complaints against 
fellow Republicans, endorsed the opposi-
tion to Alaska's sole Republican congress-
man and stood up to GOP Senator Ted 
Stevens. 
Everyone agrees that Washington is 
broken, and that we need to change how 
business is done. 
It's not a machine politician from Chi-
cago, but the demonstrated leadership of 
McCain and Palin that will give the coun-
try a chance to get meaningful things 
done in the next four years. 
Matt Zimmerman is a senior political 
science major. He can be reached at 581-
7942 or at DENopinions@gmailcom. 
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CAMPUS I STUDENT LIFE >> Macs 
Facebook replacing awkward call FROM PAGE 1 '1f we have more students using 
wireless, we will need more connec-
tivity," Tidwell said. 
New students find the 
site helps them make 
friends before even 
seeing the campus 
By BARBARA HARRINGTON 
Staff Reporter 
Tony Yubik said when he 
couldn't find his future roommate 
on Facebook he was worried. 
"I was scared he might be a big 
dork because he didn't have one," 
said the freshman, who has not 
chosen his major yet. 
The first thing Yubik did when 
he got his housing assignment was 
look up his roommate on the social 
networking site. 
"Who doesn't have a Facebook?" 
Yubik joked. 
But after meeting his roommate 
in person, Yubik said his initial 
>> EWP 
FROM PAGE 1 
With the new system, students are 
required to submit a paper the semes-
ter in which they are enrolled. After 
the semester ends, papers from those 
semesters can not be submitted. 
She said since no specific cours-
es are required for students to sub-
mit from, students will have an easier 
time choosing papers each semester. 
"lhe former EWP required stu-
dents to submit from specific courses 
at specific points in their education," 
Sanders said. "The revisions do not 
make this demand." 
With the new EWP, students and 
>> Complaints 
FROM PAGE 1 
"Regarding workload, we've had 
the EWP for nine or 10 years with 
really no change in expectations," 
Lord said. 
John Allison, English professor 
and vice president of UPI's Eastern 
chapter, said he believes the EWP 
operation violates labor laws. 
"lhe administration is increasing 
faculty workloads without negotiat-
ing the increase," he said. 
Allison said that on average facul-
ty currently work about 50 hours a 
week. 
With more work required with 
the EWP, Allison said, "faculty mem-
reaction was wrong. 
"He's a pretty cool guy," he said. 
Now, rather than writing e-
mails, making phone calls or 
even sending text messages to get 
acquainted with their roommates, 
more freshmen are turning to Face-
book to get to know their class-
mates. 
"It's less personal than a phone 
call," said Catie King, a freshman 
pre-nursing major. "And it's not as 
awkward." 
King also tried looking her 
roommate up on Facebook before 
she came to Eastern. 
When she saw her roommate's 
page, King said she thought her 
roommate looked like she had dif-
ferent interests and priorities, but 
looked nice. 
Once King met her room-
mate on move-in day, she said her 
impression of her changed. 
"She was different than 
faculty log on to a new system creat-
ed by the Center for Academic Tech-
nology Services with their EIU login 
and password. 
"They can access the system from 
any computer with Internet access at 
any time," Sanders said. 
Students will upload their papers 
and then faculty will rate the papers 
completely online. Automatic e-mails 
will be sent each Friday to faculty 
members who have papers to rate. 
''Among things they did with the 
new program, they actually made it 
electronic," said Blair Lord, provost 
and vice president of student affairs, 
"It's called the Electronic Writing 
Portfolio but remember you had to 
take copies down to Ninth Street to 
hers will gradually end up with no 
time for social and family life." 
Allison said faculty members 
did not receive descriptions of the 
changes until just before the start of 
the full semester. 
"But for me, and most facul-
ty members, it (the new changes) 
seemed to come out of the blue," he 
said. He said Faculty Senate has had 
concerns about the EWP for years. 
"My opinion is that it was bad 
before, but it's fur worse now," Alli-
son said. 
Allison said that on behalf of 
Eastern's faculty UPI resists the 
EWP. 
Delman said the union intends to 
do something about the issues they 
have with the changes to the EWP. 
Quiznos of Mattoon is looking for energetic, quality 
people for a full-time and part-time shift managers 
and crew members to join our outstanding teams! We 
will be hiring for all positions including basers, 
wrappers, & cashiers. Must be available September 22. 
Skills/Requirem ents 
-Handles pressure, professionalism, verbal 
communication, lifting, teamwork, food sanitation, 
basic safety, customer service, equipment 
maintenance, attendance, documentation skills. 
Please email resume or experience with cover letter 
and contact information to quiznos@consolidated. 
net. Quiznos is an equal opportunity employer and is 
locally owned and operated. 
thought she would be, in a good 
way," she said. 
King said her roommate was the 
only person she looked up online 
before coming to Eastern. But once 
the semester started, King started 
requesting people from her classes 
as friends. 
"I would be sad without Face-
book because I'd probably be eat-
ing lunch alone a lot and walking 
to class alone," King said. 
John Morsovillo, a freshman 
criminal justice major, said Face-
book made him feel more comfort-
able making the transition from 
high school to college. 
"I met a ton of people on Face-
book before I came here," he said. 
"It helped me out; coming here I 
felt like I knew people already." 
Besides meeting people from 
his residence hall through Face-
book, Morsovillo said he also met 
his girlfriend through the site over 
MORE ONLINE 
Eastern's Web site has a page 
where students can submit 
feedback on the EWP. Check 
out https://www.eiu.edu/-cats/ 
EWP/feedback/login.php to 
contribute. 
put it in electronically." 
He said it was always desired to 
adopt an electronic system, and it 
became possible with the new system. 
Another change is just three sub-
missions are required for the portfo-
lio. 
Lord said the EWP has been part 
of general education for eight to ten 
years. 
"As a union, we are examtntng 
our legal organizational options with 
respect to the contractual and labor 
issues involved," he said. 
English professor Tim Shonk said 
the new procedure could also create 
a double jeopardy for students. 
"The student paper is going to be 
judged twice by different standards," 
he said. "In some cases, a student 
could pass the class, pass the paper 
and not pass the writing portfolio 
submission." 
Allison also has concerns regard-
ing students. He said he does not 
think the new EWP procedure is fair 
to students. 
"However well-intentioned this 
may be, I believe the EWP plan is 
really a disservice to students," he 
the summer. 
"I came to Eastern and met her 
in person, we hung out a little," 
Morsovillo said. "Now I'm going 
out with her." 
Morsovillo said he also uses 
Facebook to find out about parties 
and meet upperclassmen. 
"Facebook's just a great way to 
meet people, especially for fresh-
men," Morsovillo added. " It makes 
you feel berter about starting up at 
a new place when you know some-
" one. 
Kate Pogwizd, a freshman fam-
ily and consumer sciences major, 
said she agrees. 
"I only knew a couple people 
here," Pogwizd said. "(Facebook) 
gets you to meet people and it's less 
awkward than going up to someone 
you don't know and saying 'Hey."' 
Barbara Harrington can be reached at 
581 -7942 or at bjharrington@eiu.edu. 
He said there were a lot of dis-
cussions on how well it has served its 
purpose and succeeded in teaching 
students to write well. 
As a result of those discussions, 
CASL and CASA looked at ways to 
improve the EWP. 
"There was a faculty survey done 
by CASL and that was used to con-
sider alternatives and make wide-
spread discussions," Lord said. 
Lord said discussions on the 
EWP would continue. "We' ll tty it 
for a few years and see if it's work-
ing satisfactorily or if it needs to be 
tweaked again." 
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581-7942 
or at eazulz@eiu.edu. 
said. 
Even if you receive a pass-
ing grade in an English course, the 
submitted paper could be deemed 
"needs improvement" under the 
changes to the EWP. 
After two submissions deemed 
unsatisfactory, students then are 
required to take a remedial course, 
which the student has to pay for. 
"As a professor, I'm sure all the 
rest of the faculty agrees with me, 
we do want students to learn how 
to write well. This isn't because we 
don't care about good writing," Del-
man said. "We care a lot about good 
writing." 
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581-7942 
or at eazu/Z@eiu.edu. 
In spring 2006, the Academ-
ic Technology and Instructional 
Support established a subcommit-
tee to consider the idea of a laptop 
initiative for Eastern. The commit-
tee eventually proposed starting the 
initiative on campus. 
Hoadley said 93 to 94 percent 
of on-campus students arrive on 
campus with computers, and there 
is an overwhelming increase in lap-
top purchases. 
Blair Lord, provost and vice 
president for academic affairs, said 
the initiative works department by 
department. 
"As departments feel they are 
ready and would like to participate, 
they are invited to do so," Lord 
said "We do not contemplate mak-
ing this a university mandate at any 
time in the foreseeable future." 
When the initiative starts, jour-
nalism majors will need a 15-inch 
MacBook Pro. The department also 
requires the AppleCare Protection 
Plan and Adobe Creative Suite 3 
Design Premium. 
Students purchasing the laptop 
and software through the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
Bookstore will receive special dis-
counts - approximately $75 
cheaper than the educational dis-
count special at retail stores or the 
company's Web site. 
"An advantage to the cost of the 
computer would be in the financial 
aid packet," Tidwell said 
The discussion of a decrease in 
journalism majors because of this 
initiative came up in meetings, 
Tidwell added. 
"I hope it won't decrease jour-
nalism majors," Tidwell said. 
"Same thing happens when you 
increase standards." 
Poulter said journalism majors 
need to know how to go into the 
field with a professional approach 
and know how to report and be 
able to send stories via the Inter-
net to editors. 
"Technology is not a replace-
ment for ethic, teaching and all 
functions," Poulter said. "We just 
want to get the best tools in our 
hands." 
Tidwell made it clear the plan 
will not be fully implemented 
until 2012, when all journalism 
majors will have a Mac laptop. 
Tidwell added he could see 
other departments adopting this 
initiative. 
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 
581-7942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu. 
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Do zen 
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EVERY THURSDAY at 
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CITY I LOCAL BUSINESSES 
'Choose Charleston' campaign starts 
City Hall renovations 
contracts questioned, 
benefits of local 
businesses discussed 
By KRYSTAL MOYA 
City Editor 
Charleston's Chamber of Com-
merce launches its "Buy Local -
Choose Charleston" campaign today 
during Chamber of Commerce 
Week. 
The campaign focuses on encour-
aging residents to shop local to cre-
ate a supportive environment for 
Charleston businesses. 
"We want to highlight the unique 
businesses Charleston has and show 
people the benefits of shopping 
local," said Cindy Titus, executive 
director of the chamber. 
Mike Brown, president of the 
Chamber of Commerce's board of 
directors, said studies have shown 
that money spent with a local busi-
ness benefits the community because 
it has three times the impact as dol-
lars spent elsewhere. 
The chamber also emphasizes the 
importance of local businesses to the 
economy of Charleston. Shopping 
dollars spent in the city aid the city, 
Titus said. 
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Charleston resident Sandy Patterson speaks to City Council about using outside contractors for renovation 
jobs at Tuesday's City Council meeting. Mayor lnyart said that it was no secret that they used outside contrac-
tors for renovations on City Hall. Harrison says the city spent more outside Charleston than it had to. 
Titus added that small businesses 
offer unique choices. 
"Independent shops create dis-
tinctive shopping experiences and 
respond more quickly to the need of 
local customers, stocking products 
to meet the changing population 
needs," she said. "But we just support 
buying in town in general whether it 
is Wal-Mart or a small store." 
In addition to supporting local 
businesses, the chamber created post-
ers, window decals and stickers that 
community members can post to 
show their support. 
The chamber has the support 
of city officials, as approved by the 
council at the Sept. 2 city council 
meeting. 
'~y support we get will help, but 
~ lllllllctl• u...,.,_~ 
FACULTY/STAFFLEAGUE 
the city is a direct recipient of sup-
porting this," Titus said. 
Community members San-
dy Parterson, 17589 Lake Charles-
ton Loop, and Lin Harrison, 17585 
Lake Charleston Loop, challenged 
the council on this issue by asking 
Monday Nights CD &154p~n:-.~ ... ~~-= ·<· 
beginning Sa t 1 Ot 
........... _..._.. $5 I Person -
m.-• .....,~ '!.~· · ~=··;f;~ -·-- -·. . . . lnclud•• ........... 
_w.r ~,., .... ===~-· .. .. ~ : ' _ .. _~L!:u. 14...._::./-t.~: .. '. ---J3r-A+~nr.l7e=- ,... • ..,. -•• 
....._.DIIII .. u• vn hPM~ 217.581.7 4 57 
Taco Tuesday 
,~M'I'HlA p-'1, 
•l• ;e~ & (}~ 
Free Tacos 
(while tacos last) 
w/ Purchase of a Pitcher 
or Bucket 3-9 p.m. 
$1 1.00 Corona, Chill or Ultra Cactus Lime Buckets 
$2.75 Admiral Nelson's Rum Doubles 
Wednesday, Sept. 10 
We cam he1p you get yourresume, off the ground! 
Call ah•dl ))frin.-.,jXintln!rm'"' buchedWedltle dl'fdtlle l!lfl!lt. 
Willk-lns also welcome.. Call581-2411 to schedule. 
Times are available from 9 am-4:00 pm 
THE CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE'S 
PRESS RELEASE ON 
SHOPPING LOCAL: 
"Money spent local stays local-
by shopping locally, you simul-
taneously create jobs, fund more 
city services through sales tax, in-
vest in neighborhood improve-
ment and promote community 
development:' 
the council at its Sept. 2 meeting to 
provide invoices of its spending on 
recent renovations to City Hall. 
The city hired outside contrac-
tors to conduct the renovations, 
and Mayor John lnyart said the city 
bought local when they could. 
"The city is held to a process and 
they have to go with the lowest bid," 
Titus said. "They tried to purchase 
chairs and other items as locally as 
possible." 
Harrison said they think the 
city spent more money outside of 
Charleston than they had to. 
Harrison and Parterson believe 
it is hypocritical for the city to vote 
to support such a campaign but not 
participate in the issue the chamber 
is promoting. 
The two filed a request under 
the Freedom of Information Act to 
acquire the invoices and budgets for 
the City Hall renovations to see if 
their belief has factual backing to it. 
Krystal Maya can be reached at 581-
7942 or at ksmoya@eiu.edu. 
Career Services www.eiu.edu/careers 
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NATION BRIEFS 
The Associated Press 
McCain, Palin criticize 
Obama about earmarks 
LEE'S SUMMIT, Mo.- John 
McCain and Sarah Palin criticized 
Democrat Barack Obama over 
the amount of money he has 
requested for his home state 
of Illinois, even though Alaska, 
under Palin's leadership, has 
asked Washington for 10 times 
more money per citizen for pet 
projects. 
At a rally in swing state Missouri, 
the Republican presidential 
nominee and his running mate 
accused Obama of requesting 
nearly $1 billion in earmarks 
for his state during his time 
as a senator. The new line of 
attack came after Obama made 
his first direct criticism of Palin 
over the weekend, using the 
topic of earmarks, which are 
special projects that lawmakers 
try to get for their districts and 
constituents. 
Obama hasn't asked for any 
earmarks this year. Last year, he 
asked for $311 million worth, 
about $25 for every Illinois 
resident. 
Alaska asked this year for 
earmarks totaling $198 million, 
about $295 for every Alaska 
citizen. 
Bush cancels deal 
with Russia 
WASHINGTON -In a pointed 
but mostly symbolic expression 
of displeasure with Moscow, 
President Bush on Monday 
canceled a once-celebrated 
civilian nuclear cooperation deal 
with Russia. 
Bush had sent the agreement 
to Congress for approval in May, 
after a much-heralded signing 
by the two nations that capped 
two years of tough negotiations. 
On Monday, he officially pulled 
it back, a move announced by 
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice. 
The action combines with a 
recently announced $1 billion 
foreign aid package for tiny, 
West-leaning Georgia and the 
time Vice President Dick Cheney 
spent last week railing against 
Russia in its backyard to form the 
US. administration's punishment 
of Moscow for its invasion of 
Georgia. 
NATION I WAR 
THOMAS JAME HURST I MCT 
Soldiers secure a mock town built on Fort Lewis in Washington while other members of their company trained 
in basic Arabic and meet with native Arabic speakers. The exercise is designed to better prepare troops for situ-
ations they might face in Iraq. President Bush is expected to announce on Tuesday that about 8,000 U.S. troops 
from Iraq will return home in February. 
Troops to return in 2009 
Bush plans to have 
announcement today 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - President 
Bush plans to keep U.S. troop lev-
els in Iraq near their current level 
through the end of the year and will 
pull home about 8,000 U.S. troops 
by February when the next president 
will be in charge of wartime deci-
sion-making. 
If security in Iraq keeps improv-
ing, Bush said, "additional reduc-
tions will be possible in the first half 
of2009." 
The president's decisions amount 
to perhaps his last major troop strat-
egy in a war that has come to define 
his presidency. He was to announce 
the details in a speech Tuesday, the 
text of which was released in advance 
by the White House. 
One Marine battalion, num-
bering about 1,000 troops, will go 
home on schedule in November and 
not be replaced. 
An Army brigade of between 
3,500 and 4,000 troops will leave in 
Febmary. Accompanying that com-
bat drawdown will be the withdraw-
al of about 3,400 support forces. 
The measured reduction - slower 
in scope and pace than many Dem-
ocrats in Congress would like - gives 
the military some flexibility to shift 
forces into Afghanistan. 
"Here is the bottom line: While 
the enemy in Iraq is still dangerous, 
we have seized the offensive, and 
Iraqi forces are becomingly increas-
ingly capable ofleading and winning 
the fight," Bush said in remarks pre-
pared for delivery to the National 
Defense University in Washington. 
Bush argued that Iraq is in a bet-
ter place now by almost any mea-
sure. 
He said violence is at its lowest 
point since the spring of 2004, "nor-
mal life is returning to communities 
across the country," and political rec-
onciliation is moving forward. 
The president cautioned that 
progress is still fragile and could be 
reversed. 
But he said his top commander 
and diplomat in Iraq assure him that 
the gains made there now have some 
durability. 
But all this emphasis on prog-
ress and improvement belied the fact 
that his announcement is likely to 
be a disappointment to many who 
wanted - and even expected - bigger 
drawdowns sooner. 
Nowhere did Bush acknowl-
edge this, instead highlighting his 
announcement as one of "addition-
al force reductions." 
The Iraq war has drained the 
country's spirit during Bush's sec-
ond term, and the future course of 
the confuct is a major point of divi-
sion between the men who want 
to replace Bush, Republican Sen. 
John McCain and Democratic Sen. 
Barack Obama. 
More than half of Bush's address 
is devoted to Afghanistan. 
He outlined what he called a 
"quiet surge" of additional Amer-
ican forces there, bringing the U.S. 
presence to nearly 31,000, compared 
with about 146,000 in Iraq. 
"For all the good work we have 
done in that country, it is clear we 
must do even more," the president 
said. 
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STATE BRIEFS 
The Associated Press 
Good-government 
groups urge override 
SPRINGFIELD - Eight good-
government groups are urging 
lawmakers in an open letter 
to reject changes Governor 
Rod Blagojevich made to two 
campaign finance-reform bills. 
The Illinois Campaign for 
Political Reform, Illinois PIRG 
and others say Blagojevich's 
amendatory vetoes are 
"maneuvers designed to 
undermine or kill" the legislation. 
Legislators will consider the 
vetoes this fall. 
One measure banned political 
contributions from those with 
government contracts of $50,000 
or more to the officeholder 
overseeing the contract. 
Tollway authority settles 
with ex-employee 
CHICAGO - The former head 
of the state's I-PASS electronic 
toll-collection system says he's 
reached a settlement in a federal 
lawsuit he filed against the Illinois 
State Toll Highway Authority. 
Scott Okun of Bloomingdale 
resigned in 2006 amid questions 
about his handling of a contract. 
Months later, he filed the lawsuit 
claiming a tollway spokeswoman 
defamed him in published news 
reports. 
The 49-year-old says the 
settlement's a "culmination of a 
challenging two years" and hopes 
it'll clear his name. 
His attorney, Howard Teplinsky, 
says the tollway authority agreed 
to pay Okun $87,500. Neither 
party admitted any wrongdoing. 
CTA ridership up, 
but so are losses 
CHICAGO - The nation's 
second-largest transit system 
announced $40 million in belt-
tightening measures Monday 
despite a more than 5 percent 
ridership surge in 2008 compared 
to last year. 
The perennially cash-strapped 
Chicago Transit Authority said the 
moves, which include eliminating 
80 administrative jobs, reducing 
worker overtime and deferring 
non-<ritical spending, are 
necessary to counteract soaring 
energy and other costs. 
Specials!!! 
$1.00 Drafts Openings available at the Millennium and the Atrium. 
$4.00 Pitchers 
$3.00 Doubles 
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Sign TODAY for 2008-2009 and get jUNE AND JULY 
'09 RENT FREE!!!! 
GREAT LOCATION AND FREERENT1 
NEWS 
the daily_ eastern 
Spring Break 2009: Sell Trips, 
Earn Cash, and Go Free! 
Call for Group Discounts. 
Best Pr ices Guaranteed! Best 
Part ies! jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. 
padre, Flor ida. Information/ 
Reservations, call 1-800-648-
4849 or visit www.ststravel. 
com 
------------ 9/ 9 
Fall Dance Classes: Children, 
Teens, and Adults. Ballet, 
Modern, jazz, H ip Hop, Tap 
and Yoga. Classes begin Sept. 
8 jacqueline Bennett Dance 
Center 345 -7182 
-----------9/1 1 
tor sale 
6FT Pool Table includes rack, 
balls, stic ks, and holder, 
$300. 217-549-1838 
-----------9/1 0 
St. Lou is Rams Tickets. Most 
games. Good seats. Cal l Mark. 
549-6406 
-----------9/12 
Large matching couch and 
loveseat, b lue with burgundy-
gold design. Good cond ition. 
$75. 21 7-348-7944, 21 7-21 8-
1063 
-----------9/12 
• help wanted 
CHARLESTON LUMBER 
IS HIRING. IF YOU HAVE 
WORKED AT A HOME 
CENTER OR LUMBERYARD, 
PLEASE APPLY. APPLICANT 
MUST HAVE A VALID 
DRIVERS LI CENSE. 202 6th, 
NO PHONE CALLS! 
9110 
Casey United Methodist 
Church is looking for 
musicians to join o ur team! 
On Sunday mornings we 
currently offer an 8:00 a.m . 
worship service in our c hapel 
with music o n a Clavi nova; 
and a service in our sanctuary 
at 10:30 a.m. with a variety 
of musical instruments 
inc luding guitar, Clavi nova, 
baby grand piano, and p ipe 
organ. We are flexible, easy 
to work with, and open to 
new ideas. If interested in 
exploring the possibi I ities, 
please contact the chu rch 
office at 217-932 -5281 for an 
application. The applicatio n 
• help wanted 
deadline is September 19, 
2008. 
---------------- 9115 
Brian's Place hiring female 
Dj. A lso, waitress/bartender. 
2100 Broadway, Mattoon. 
234-4151. 
---------------- 9112 
Great opportunity for Special 
Ed, Psych, and Soc. majors: 
Mot ivated staff needed 
to assist individuals w ith 
developmental disabi l ities in 
residential setting and/or day 
trai ning program. Minimum 
age 18 w/ HS diploma/GED, 
and successful 
of criminal 
c heck. Val id 
completion 
background 
D.L. w/ 
sat isfactory driving record 
required. RESIDENTIAL 
OPPORTU N ITIES: Weekday 
early mornings, PT (20 hrs) 
6AM-1 OAM, M-F; Evenings 
& Overnights, FT or PT, must 
be available weekends and 
ho lidays; DAY TRAINING 
PROGRAM: Developmental 
Trainers FT, M-F 8-4. Apply at 
CTF, 521 7th St., Charleston, 
or v isit our website at www. 
ctf i llinois.org E.O .E. 
---------------- 9112 
ATTENTION M USICIANS! 
Sound Source Music, the 
area's largest cen ter for 
music lessons is looking for a 
gu itar teacher. Must be able 
to play several styles. Call 
258-891 9 
---------------- 9112 
!Bartending! Make up to 
$250/day ! No experience 
necessary, train ing provided. 
1-800-965-6520. ext . 239 
--------------- 12115 
't' torrent 
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT. 
208 1/2 6th $500 MONTH. 
CALL FOR DETAILS 549-
8734 AVAI LABLE NOW! 
---------------- 911 0 
Avai lable Fal l 2008: 2 
bedroom apartment and 
3 bedroom duplex, full y 
furnished. Li ncoln Avenue 
and Division St. locations. 
Sky lights, full -size beds, PC 
work stat ions, and leather 
furniture. For addi t ional 
information, call 348-013 7. 
---------------- 911 1 
Large 1 BR apartment off 
Charleston Square includes 
heat, water, t rash, parki ng, 
laundry for $495/ month. No 
$. 30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Monthly Online classified adYertlslflll available 
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com 
't' torrent 
smoking, No pets. Cal l 232-
2027 
-------------- 9/ 12 
FALL ' 08: 2 bedroom house. 
Trash and lawn service 
included. No pets. $300/ 
person/ month. 345- 5037 
-------------- 9/ 12 
GET THE HOUSE YOU 
WANT BEFORE IT'S GONE! 
Now renting for the 2009-
2010 school year : 2, 3, 4, 
5, and 6 Bedroom Houses, 
close to campus. Call 
Tom ® 708-772-3711 or 
Cathy ® 21 7-254-131 1 for 
more information. www. 
hallbergrenta ls.com 
-------------- 9/ 12 
2 bedroom house. WI D, 
AIC, al l electric. Q uite 
neighborhood. $450/ month. 
Avai lable immediately. Call 
815-278-1296 or 217-345-
9267. 
-------------- 9/ 16 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 
On ly 2 uni ts left! Short term 
leases available, rates for 1, 
2, or 3 people. 1 .5 baths, 
furnished, behi nd Subway . 
345-0936 
-------------- 9/ 30 
Still need an apt l PARK 
PLACE has a couple un its 
left. Negotiable rates & lease 
length. Furnished, parki ng 
incl. Next to the Union. 
348-1479 
-------------- 9/ 30 
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO 
CAMPUS $250 PER/ PERSON. 
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES, 
W.D. TRASH. PHONE 345-
7244, 649-0651 
---------------- 00 
Large 4 bedroom 2 bath 
house. Family room, living 
room, W/ D $235 per person. 
Lease negotiable. 345-6967 . 
---------------- 00 
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks 
from Old Mai n. W/ D . $375/ 
month. No pets. 273-1395. 
---------------- 00 
Efficiency, close to campus, 
$325/ month, includi ng 
uti l ities, A/ C. Male only, no 
smoking, no pets. 345-3232, 
days. 
---------------- 00 
FOR RENT: One, Two, and 
Three Bedroom Apartments, 
two blocks from Old Main, 
starting at $350/MO. 217-
549-1060, 217-549-6979 
---------------- 00 
Li nco Inwood Pi netree 
't' torrent 
Apartments has single & 2 
BR apts. Great space, large 
closets, c lose to campus. 
Affordable rent. We also 
accept pets. Call 345-6000. 
---------------- 00 
5 Bedroom Apt. near campus 
available for summer ® 
$2 7 5/ person and/or Fall 08 
® $325/ person. A/ C, WI D, 
trash included. 345 -2982 
---------------- 00 
Large 1 and 2 BR apts., 
extremely c lose to campus. 
Only a couple left. Great 
deal! 273 -2048, 345 -6000 
---------------- 00 
3 Bedroom . apt. available. 
Large rooms, central air, 
ceiling fans, water, & trash 
included . Buchanan St. Apts. 
345-1266 
---------------- 00 
GREAT LOCATION! 
NICE TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. WATER AND 
TRASH PAID . 217-348-0209 
OR 217-549-5624 
---------------- 00 
Need 3 BRSl Large rooms! 
Water, trash, & elec. 
included . 345-1266 
---------------- 00 
6 BR HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 
1/ 2 Bath, 2 112 car garage, 
HUGE yard ! Next to Greek 
Court. $300/person. 345 -
3353 
---------------- 00 
VI LLAGE RENTA LS: 2008-
2009 Two BR apt. w ith large 
living room & fireplace, 
water included and 1/2 of 
electricity . Pets welcome w/ 
pet dep. (2 1 7) 345 -251 6 for 
more information and appt. 
---------------- 00 
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, 
WI D, bar, off-street parki ng. 
Ca l l 217-202 -4456 
---------------- 00 
Large 1 BR apt. available 
immediately . Ideal for 
couple. Cat ok. 741 6th St. 
$365/ mo. Cal l 345-6127 or 
508-6596 
---------------- 00 
YOU' VE SEEN THE REST, 
NOW TRY THE BEST! ! !! 
Campus Poi nte Apartments 
offers 2 and 3 bedrooms 
wi th indi vidual leases AND 
roommate matchi ng. Our rent 
includes CABLE, HI-SPEED 
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER, 
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, 
we give you $60-$75 toward 
your month ly electric b i l l! !! 
. . . AND THAT'S NOT 
ALL! We have a 24-hour 
clubhouse that offers a 
tanning bed, fitness center, 
game room, and computer 
lab with unl im ited pr inting. 
CALL 345 -6001 or vis it www. 
apartmentseiu.com today ! 
---------------- 00 
3 bedroom apt. for lease. 
1 1/ 2 block from campus. 
Avai lable Aug. No pets. $325 
per person. 345 -7286 www. 
jwil l iamsrentals.com 
---------------- 00 
2 Bedroom apartments for 
Fall ' 08. Trash, off-street 
parking, wireless. 345-7286. 
www.jwi l l iamsrentals.com 
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___ 00 
Bedroom apartments 
available August: $395/525 
per month. Off-street parking, 
w ireless, trash included. 
No pets. 345-7286. www. 
j wi II iamsrentals.com 
___ 00 
4 bedroom house for Fall 
2008 on 1st St. Range, 
refr igerator, washer/ dryer. 
No pets! Cal l 345-7286 or 
go to www.j wi ll iamsrentals. 
com 
___ 00 
LOOKING FOR A 
BARGAINl BRITTANY 
RIDGE TOWNHOUSES: 
3-4 bedroom, $200 pi p. 
Refrigerator, stove, water, 
trash, central air. 234-7368 
___ 00 
Pri vate BR in nice 8 BR 
home. 1 Block from EIU 
campus. Furn./Unfurn . Male 
Roommates. $42 5/ mo. plus 
uti l. (217)-251 -1593. 
___ 00 
O LD TOWN E APARTMENTS: 
1 I 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS . 4 
LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE 
FROM. 345-6533 
___ 00 
New Four Bedroom 
Apartments. Extremely Close 
to Campus. Across from 
Lantz. Ful ly Furnished. Call 
Today for Lowered Rates. 
Grantview Apartments. 345-
3353. 
___ 00 
U niversity Vi l lage: 4 
bedroom houses, $450/ per 
person. Al l uti l ities included. 
345-1400 
___ 00 
FALL '08-'09 : 1, 2 & 3 BR. 
APTS. WATER & TRASH 
INCLUDED. PLENTY O F 
O FF-STREET PARKING. 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS. CALL 
345-1266. 
___ 00 
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. 
Trash and parking included. 
Great location. Call 217-
345-2363. 
FALL ' 08 
___ 00 
QUALITY/ 
2 & 3 CONVENIENCE. 
bedroom apartments. Washer 
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks 
from campus. (2 1 7)493-7559 
www.myeiuhome.com 
___ 00 
New apts. c lose to campus: 
Furn ished or Unfurn ished. 
Rent starts at $2 75/ MO. 345-
6100 www.jbapartments. 
com 
___ 00 
Close to campus: 3 bedroom 
house avai l. 2008-09. CAw/ 
heat pump, WI D, new carpet. 
1 0-1 2 mo lease. $900/ mo. 
549-5402 
___ 00 
There will be an informational 
meeting about SAEYC, the EIU 
Student Association for the 
Education of Young Children, 
't' torrent 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS, 
161 1 9TH ST: Two bedroom 
apartment, completely 
furnished. Avai lable spring 
semester. For information 
call 345-7136. 
00 
NOW RENTI NG FALL '08-
' 09: Efficiencies, 1 ,2, and 
3 bedrooms. All utilities, 
cable . and internet included. 
234-7368 
00 
There is only one left at 1 812 
9th street. It has 4 bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms, furnished, 
very nice and local ly owned. 
Trash and guaranteed parking 
lot included with security 
l ighting. Avai lable August 
15th, 2008. Please call and 
leave a message. 348-0673 
00 
Summer/ Fall 2008: 2 BR 
apt., 2001 S. 12th St. and 
1305 18th St. Stove, fridge, 
microwave, trash pd, $240-
$425. Cal l 348-7746 www. 
Charleston I LApts.com 
00 
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA 
DU PLEX. EXCELLENT 
LOCATION. WASHER/ 
DRYER, D ISHWASHER, 
DISPOSAL. THREE VANITIES 
INCLUDED. CALL (21 7)493-
7559 OR VIS IT US AT WWW. 
MYEIUHOME.COM 
00 
Yes, we have apartments for 
Fall. We have clean, modern 
apartments close to campus. 
Off-street parki ng is included 
so you don't need a parking 
permi t or a shuttle. They are 
local ly owned and local ly 
maintained. G ive us a cal l 
for an appointment, 345 -
7286, or v isi t our website: 
www .jwi I I iamsrentals.com . 
00 
BEST BARGAIN ON 
CAMPUS: 3 & 4 bedroom 
2 bath apts. Furnished or 
Unfurnished. Rent starts at 
$275/MO. 345 -6100 www. 
jbapartments.com 
00 
3 BR, 1 1/ 2 BATH HOUSE 
AT 1420 1Oth. FENCED-IN 
YARD, BASEMENT; TRASH 
AN D LAWN INCLU DED. 
NICE HOUSE, MUST SEE ! 
CALL 345-62 10 OR WWW. 
EIPROPS.COM 
00 
2 BEDROOM, BATH 
HOUSE AT 335 W. TYLER. 
NICE HOUSE, TRASH 
AN D LAWN INCLUDED ! 
CALL 345-62 10 OR WWW. 
EIPROPS.COM 
00 
Price reduced: Br ittany r idge 
Town houses 3-4 bedroom. 
Refrigerator, stove, water, 
trash, centra l air 234-7368 
00 
on September 9, 2008 at 7:30 
p.m. in Klehm Hall, Room 
2030. 
______ 919 
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>> Cusack 
FROM PAGE 12 
The Panthers' offense will be 
tested next this Friday when they 
face No. 16 Northwestern in the 
Northern Ulinois Tournament. 
Northwestern (3-0-1) has only 
allowed one goal, outscoring oppo-
nents 7-1. 
>> Growth 
FROM PAGE 12 
The Panthers' next test against the 
spread comes Saturday against Indi-
ana State. 
But the Sycamores lone game 
this season revealed little about what 
their offense can do. 
Indiana State sophomore quar-
terback Charles Dowdell did not 
play in the Sycamores' 52-0 season-
opening loss to Eastern Michigan as 
he served a one-game suspension for 
breaking a team rule. 
Dowdell threw for 623 yards and 
four touchdowns and rushed for 363 
yards and another touchdown in 
platooning at quarterback with now-
graduated Reilly Murphy. 
"I feel extremely confident going 
back into (Football Championship 
Subdivision) play," Walters said. 
"We've been playing these (FBS) 
teams tough. Once we start playing 
teams on our level, I feel really good. 
Especially on defense." 
Despite falling short against Illi-
nois, Eastern red-shirt junior free 
safety Seymour Loftman said play-
ing against a Big Ten opponent and 
one of the top teams in the nation 
after playing one of the top teams in 
the Mid-American Conference was 
beneficial to the Panthers' growth 
>> Returns 
FROM PAGE 12 
But just short of one year ago, 
Keys was on the Panthers' sideline 
on crutches and in a boot instead of 
on the field making plays. He said 
his first thoughts after being told he 
would miss the remainder of the sea-
son was to get the surgery out of the 
way and then see what else would 
need to be done to get back on the 
field. 
"lhe surgery was very successful, 
and I got some hardware taken out," 
Keys said. "From then on it was just 
getting back in shape and hitting the 
weights hard this summer." 
Injuries on top of injuries 
Red-shirt junior wide receiver 
Adam Kesler has yet to play a full 
season as a Panther. As a true fresh-
man in 2005, Kesler was an all-pur-
pose player for Eastern. He com-
piled receiving yards, rushing yards 
and return yards. 
Then a foot injury sidelined him 
for five games. 
The next season was more of 
the same. Kesler had some receiv-
ing yards but did more damage as 
a punt returner and a kick returner. 
He played in I 0 games in 2006 but 
missed three because of another foot 
injury. 
The 2007 season, though, was the 
worst. Kesler didn't even play one 
game in a Panther uniform. 
"It was extremely hard because I 
worked really hard all through win-
ter conditioning, all through spring 
ball, got my starting spot and the 
third day of (fall) camp I tear my 
ACL," Kesler said. "And after both 
my feet injuries - before that I had 
two stress fractures - it's just been 
tough." 
Kesler is back on the field for 
Eastern this season in roles he has 
become quite familiar with. He is 
The Panthers offensive attack 
should continue where it left off 
during the Panthers 5-2 victory 
on Sunday against Indiana-Purdue 
Fort Wayne. If that happens, then 
I would not want to be North-
western red-shirt junior goalkeeper 
Misha Rosenthal. 
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581-
7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu. 
"Once we start playing 
teams on our level, I 
feel really good:' 
- Pierre Walters, 
Eastern red-shirt senior 
defensive end 
through the first weeks of the sea-
son. 
"Usually when you schedule big 
games, a lot of people kind of take it 
as just go out there and play," Loft-
man said. "We look at it differently. 
We have something to play for." 
Loftman said one of Eastern's 
goals is to get better every day. He 
said not worrying about the score-
board and instead focusing on get-
ting better every play would help the 
Panthers as the season progressed. 
"You go back and watch the film 
and correct our mistakes that we 
made," Loftman said about the Uli-
nois game. "Hopefully we get those 
corrected by next week. I feel like 
we've got to watch this film, and get 
better and not make the same mis-
takes." 
Scott Richey can be reached at 581-
7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu. 
the Panthers' starting punt returner 
and gets reps as a flanker, or inside 
receiver. But Kesler's return to the 
field wasn't as quick as he thought. 
'1 kind of rushed getting back a 
little early, and my knee has kind of 
been swelling up a little bit," Kes-
ler said during fall camp. "It's been a 
hard recovery, but it's definitely pay-
ing off. I'm probably feeling as good 
as I have in a year." 
Adding depth 
to the secondary 
Red-shirt junior free safety Sey-
mour Loftman had a 2007 season 
much like Kesler. Both used medical 
red-shirts, but Loftman's was used 
following his shoulder surgery after 
the 2006 season. 
Loftman returned to the field 
during spring practice and is now the 
Panthers' starting free safety, adding 
not only depth to Eastern's second-
ary but also experience. 
"Once you get the pads on, it's 
OK," Loftman said during spring 
practice in April. "I've got to be 
ready to hit again. I'm a little behind 
on technique." 
Loftman has caught up on his 
technique and his hitting thus far 
this season as he leads the Panthers 
with 22 tackles through Eastern's 
first two games. 
He had a team-high 15 tackles 
and one interception against Ulinois 
on Saturday. 
"It's big for my confidence," 
Loftman said about his performance 
against IUinois and being healthy 
again. "I felt like I was going to have 
a big game. Two years ago I played 
very well against Ulinois." 
And he did. Loftman had 10 
tackles, one fumble recovery, one 
pass broken up and one quarter-
back hurry in Eastern's 42-17 loss on 
Sept. 2, 2006. 
Scott Richey can be reached at 581-
7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu. 
SPORTS 
PANTHER BRIEFS 
Women's golf takes title 
The Eastern women's golf team was canceled because of rain. Harrison snags Valley honor 
won its fall season opener with a Senior Carrie Riordan led the Eastern sophomore forward Alex 
first place finish at the rain-short- Panthers with a two-day total of Harrison was named the Missouri 
ened Chicago State Fall Invitation- 75 (+3), which was good enough Valley Conference Offensive Player 
al. for second place individually in the of the Week for the week of Sept. 8. 
The Panthers finished the two- tournament. Harrison also assisted in the Pan-
day tournament with a team score Junior Jaymie Voorhees finished thers second half score against the 
of 322 (+34), two strokes ahead of in seventh place with an 80 (+5), Mastodons on Sunday. 
second place Dayton who finished while senior Katie Imburgia finished Harrison is tied for the MVC 
324 (+36). Monday's third round tied for ninth with an 82 (+7). lead with nine points. 
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS 
GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY 
~·.~;:~.,- . I tjt'ol> 
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~be Ne\tt !lork ~imt' Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Woodworking tool 
5 Real-life scientist 
played by David 
Bowie in "The 
Prestige," 2006 
10 Dwarf or giant, 
maybe 
14 Perjured oneself 
15 Work that begins 
"Sing, goddess, 
the wrath of 
Peleus' son . 
16 Older brother of 
Michael Jackson 
17 Writer who 
created the 
character Vivian 
Darkbloom 
20 Edgar _ Poe 
21 Suffer 
22 Keep _ on 
26 Spleen 
21 Singer who 
nicknamed 
himself Mr. Mojo 
Risin' 
32 Sine non 
35 Words said with 
a nod 
36 Unwakeful state 
37 Newspaperman 
Harold 
39 The 40 of the Top 
40 
40 "Saturday Night 
Live" bits 
42 End of an illness? 
43 Mr. T series, with 
"The" 
45 Inter 
46 "Toodles!" 
47 Talk smack about 
48 Author/illustrator 
who used the 
pseudonym 
Ogdred Weary 
51 Caustic cleansing 
agent 
52 Stagger 
53 Unidentified man 
57 Upper crust 
62 What the clues 
for 17-, 27- and 
48-Across all 
contain 
66 Teeming (with) 
67 Besmirch 
68 Shake alternative 
69 British gun 
10 Adlai's 1956 
running mate 
71 Revolutionary car 
part? 
DOWN 
1 Thomas 
Edison 
2 Salmon garnish 
3 Fervor 
4 Snorri Sturluson 
work 
5 Late newsman 
Russert 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0805 
PUZZLE SY JOON AND CAROLINE PAHK 
6 With 1 0-Down, 25 Akin 50 Narrow valley 
ABC series 27 Fanatics wage it 51 Three-star officer: 
starring Jonny 2s Last Supper Abbr. Lee Miller query 53 Location of 
7 Walter Scott title 29 Doles (out) Olympus Mons 
s Superboy's crush 
30 Badlands sight 54 Still alive 
9 Samuel Barber's 
31 "Saturday Night 55 Out's opposite 
"_ for Strings" 
10 See 6-Down Live" genre 56 Brief holiday? 
11 "Kon- 32 Doha's land 58 One-L person, in 
- 33 Hook up an Ogden Nash 12 All-inclusive 
13 Travel the country 34 Analyze, as ore poem 
18 Preoccupied with 38 Don Corleone 59 Big movie fan's 
19 Carried 41 Marquis de _ option? 
23 They may be 44 "The Great 60 Distinguish 
drawn with Gatsby" gambler 61 Direcci6n from 
compasses Wolfsheim which the sun 
24 Tom who wrote 49 Lower the rises 
"The Greatest allowed electrical 63 Cambridge sch. 
Generation" capacity of 64 Suffix with ethyl 
For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or, w th a 
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554. 
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the as! 50 years: 1-888-7 -ACROSS. 
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past 
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year). 
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young 
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords. 
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VOLLEYBALL! NOTEBOOK 
Boylan sidelined with tonsillitis 
By BOBBAJEK 
Staff Reporter 
Junior libero Shaina Boylan did 
not play in the Holiday Inn Express 
Panther Challenge because she con-
tracted tonsillitis. 
According to head coach Lori 
Bennett, Boylan is "very sick" and 
could be out for a few days or a few 
weeks, depending on her treatment 
plan. 
Freshman libero Brittany Wal-
lace filled in for Boylan in all three 
matches. Wallace had 4I digs in the 
tournament. 
"She's done a really good job," 
Bennett said. 
Freshmen step up 
against Chicago State 
The Panthers had strong perfor-
mances from their freshmen during 
this weekend's tournament. 
Freshman middle blocker Mel-
anie Boykins had eight kills against 
Chicago State on Saturday and four 
assisted blocks. 
"It felt great to go out and help 
my team and contribute to the win," 
Boykins said. 
Practice, according to Boykins, is 
very competitive and intensity is eas-
ily brought into a match. 
Freshman setter Hannah Deterd-
ing filled in for junior setter Lauren 
Schutte for the last two matches of 
the tournament. 
Deterding recorded 44 assists, I6 
digs and three assisted blocks. 
Freshman outside hitter Madison 
>> Soccer 
FROM PAGE 12 
"Pam's one of our leaders on the 
field," Nowak said. "We know we 
can rely on her to provide vocal lead-
ership out there." 
Melinauskas is currently tied for 
second on the team with II shots on 
the season, including three on goal. 
Panthers cheer on Panthers 
The attendance for Friday's game 
at Lakeside Field against Wright 
State was recorded to be I42 people. 
Among the crowd was a row-
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hitting in the same spot," Houston 
said. "I adjusted where I was hitting 
it weak." 
Western head coach Kym McK-
ay said Houston was a raw talent as a 
recruit but has been able to progress 
tremendously in her abilities begin-
ning in her junior year. 
"She adjusted physically and 
mentally at the same time," McKay 
said. '1t has been fun watching her 
progress." 
Houston won All-Tournament 
Team honors at the Panther Chal-
lenge and was Second Team All-
Conference in the Summit League in 
the 2007 season. 
Western uses tip kills 
to defeat Eastern 
McKay's team utilized a blended 
offensive attack against the Panthers. 
The Westerwinds made use of 
tip kills, lightly attacking the ball 
short to frequently surprise Eastern 
defenders for points. 
This strategy worked for most of 
the match. 
ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Outside hitter Alex Zwettler signals to her teammates during Sunday night's match against Toledo in Lantz 
Arena. 
"With the scheme Eastern was 
running and their footwork, we were 
able to execute (tipping)," McKay 
said. 
Tipping is used in Western's 
offensive systems in order to mix up 
hard and soft hits for unpredictabili-
ty, McKay said. 
Barr had eight kills and two assisted 
blocks against Chicago State. 
Western's Houston 
overpowers Eastern 
In Friday night's match, Western 
lllinois University had a secret weap-
on against the Panthers: senior left 
dy group of fans from other East-
ern athletic programs. About a doz-
en members of the Eastern baseball 
team gathered near one end of the 
field and spent the first half giving 
their vocal support for the team. 
Additionally, about a dozen play-
ers from Eastern's women's basket-
ball team filled up the first row of 
the stands. The funs cheered on the 
Panthers the entire match - yelling 
encouragement to the players and 
holding up signs. 
Nowak said he was pleased to see 
the support the home crowd gave his 
players. 
"They were great," Nowak said. "I 
went up to them after the game and 
PHI SIGMA PI 
NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITY 
Co-ed Honors 
Fraternity Informationals 
Tues. 9/9 @ 6:30 p.m. 
Thurs. 9/ll @ 5:00p.m. 
Located in Lumpkin Aud . 
Questions? 
contact: 
Eilidh Hall ejhall@eiu.edu 
Jess Cosme jmcosme@eiu.edu 
side hitter Monique Houston. 
Houston led the Westerwinds in 
the four-set victory with I5 kills and 
had a team high .350 hitting per-
centage. 
The Western senior also had 
many strong attacks that would 
rebound off Eastern potential blocks 
asked them to come again. Our fans 
had a winning energy. Unfortunate-
ly we weren't able to duplicate that 
on the field." 
The Panthers' next home game is 
Sept. 28 against Murray State. 
Injury updates 
Sophomore goalkeeper Kaylin 
Lorbert started both matches in goal 
for the Panthers during the week-
end. 
The sophomore started last week-
end in place of injured junior goal-
keeper Jenny Williams. 
Nowak said although Williams 
was available this weekend if needed, 
she was still not at I 00 percent and 
for a kill. 
She said Western setter Sarah 
Trimpe gave her good serves. 
H ouston was able to take control 
of the third set. 
She had eight kills while contrib-
uting a hitting percentage of .800. 
"I kind of figured out that I was 
Lorbert had earned a chance to start. 
Freshman midfielder Elise Farrel-
ly went down with an undisclosed 
injury in the second half of Sunday's 
loss and did not return. 
Nowak said he was unable to 
comment on the extent of Farrelly's 
injury until she is reevaluated. 
Around the league 
Ohio Valley Conference pre-
season favorite Southeast Missouri 
continued to struggle on the offen-
sive side of the ball as they dropped 
a 2-0 contest to Army. 
The Redhawks have yet to score a 
goal on the season as they fell to 0-2. 
Murray State, picked to finished 
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944 
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu. 
second in the OVC, also lost as they 
dropped a I-0 overtime match to 
SIU Edwardsville when the Cougars 
scored a goal 24 seconds into over-
time. 
Other action saw Jacksonville 
State fall to 0-3-I after a I-I tie 
against Mercer. Eastern Kentucky 
improved to 2-I-I with a I-0 victo-
ry over San Francisco. 
Tennessee-Martin battled to a 0-
0 tie with UNC Ashville to move to 
3-I-I on the season. Tennessee Tech 
fell to I-4-0 with a 4-I loss to Van-
derbilt. 
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at 
581 -7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu. 
FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM 
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
PAID MINORITY INTERNSHIPS 
* Gain Administrative/Management 
experience and up to 12 hrs of 
academic credit 
* Open to all majors 
* Junior or senior with minimum 
2.75 CUM. GPA 
* Must be enrolled full-time at 
time of application 
* Opportunity to work with 
top government/business 
officials 
* Good oral and written 
communication skills 
* Graduate student with 
minimum 3.25 CUM. GPA 
in their graduate course work 
* Paid Internships are available 
for Spring & Summer 
semester 2008 
Application Deadline Date: September 29, 2008 
Forms available: Minority Affairs Office 
1122 Blair Hall 
581-6690 or http://www.eiu.edu/rvminoraff/images/mipapp2pdf.pdf 
More info: MIP Informational, Tuesday September 16, 2008 4PM 
Greenup Rm. MLK Union 
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ALL ACCESS WITH KELSEY ORR
Trilingual volleyball player travels the world
Eastern sophomore outside hitter Kelsey Orr has a former Division I volleyball player for a mom, a fantastic chocolate chip 
pancake maker in a dad and a sister who she traveled across Europe with. Orr recently sat down with Staff Reporter Richard 
Morse to talk about why she decided to learn two other languages, how much her mom has helped her volleyball game and 
the time her relay team broke a sectional record.
What is your favorite thing 
about playing volleyball?
My favorite thing about it is there 
isn’t such a thing as a ball hog. 
Everyone has to work together as 
a team. 
There can’t be any selfishness out 
there. 
That, and anything where I get 
to be in anyone’s face. I just love the 
competitiveness.
What do you like most 
about Eastern?
Definitely the environment and 
the people. It’s very unique here in 
that aspect. 
During my recruitment I visit-
ed my fair share of schools, and you 
can’t get this feeling anywhere else.
 Nowhere else did anyone remem-
ber my name so quickly. 
They were more worried about 
selling themselves. 
I love that I can still see teachers 
now and they still say hi to me. They 
still remember my name. 
What languages do you 
speak?
I am fluent in English, Spanish 
and French. For whatever reason it 
just clicked with me. 
My mom was always very into us 
being very communicable. 
I took my first Spanish class in 
fourth grade, and at one point I even 
thought about becoming a profes-
sional translator. 
It was always a fun class to take. 
I always enjoyed taking those 
classes. I hear people say how hard 
foreign language classes are, and its 
hard to relate. 
I’m lucky that it comes to me a 
lot easier than for most. 
What was it like for your mom 
to play sports in college?
It’s a challenge in all honesty. I 
don’t even compare myself to my 
mom. 
She was an amazing player. She’s 
always been very inspiring. As cliché 
as that is, she has been. 
She had a lot of opportunities 
playing Big Ten volleyball. 
I would only be half the play-
er I am now if it weren’t for her. I 
wouldn’t have even thought about 
being at this level if it weren’t for 
her. 
But it is always fun to be compet-
itive. 
I love family pick up games when 
we can really compete. It’s a lot of 
fun.
How do you feel about the 
Bears upsetting the Colts?
I don’t want to talk about it. 
I turned the game off. I have to 
deal with a lot of trash talk out here 
when I wear my Colts gear. 
It’s hard enough to deal with 
being a Colts fan here in Bears coun-
try. 
It’s an upset, and it won’t happen 
again. 
What was your favorite non-
volleyball sports memory?
Pops right into my head right of 
the bat. It has to be my senior year 
in track. 
We had a really stacked section-
al meet. 
Every year at least one person 
always won state. 
My (3,200-meter relay) team was 
seeded seventh, and we were in the 
faster heat. 
I can remember getting the baton, 
(and) we were in fourth place. 
And we ended up winning the 
relay. 
We shattered the sectional record. 
Just being the underdog and coming 
out on top. I come from a small high 
school, and we were the first people 
to ever do that, so it was a big deal. 
What is your favorite 
home-cooked meal?
Chocolate chip pancakes. My 
dad’s chocolate chip pancakes. Every 
year on your birthday you get to 
pick your breakfast. 
I don’t use any syrup though. 
I just drown mine in whipped 
cream. I love breakfast in general. 
I’m a breakfast junkie. I could eat it 
all day.
Do you like the new paint 
job at Lantz Arena?
I love it. It’s one of those things 
you don’t notice is bad until it’s gone, 
but it looks great. It’s really nice. 
It makes the arena look great. So 
good that I don’t really remember 
what we were playing on before. It 
looks gorgeous. 
What has been your favor-
ite class at Eastern?
My first semester my freshman 
year, I was a phys-ed major. I had to 
take a technique and theory class, so 
I chose tennis and badminton. 
We had such a great class. 
There wasn’t an awkward 
moment, and we all just jumped 
right into it. 
It was so competitive. Every 
match was like the World Series. 
I’m a horrible tennis player. I’m the 
queen of badminton though.
What was your favorite 
family vacation?
My family travels a lot, so there 
are a lot to choose from. My favorite 
one would be right after my junior 
year of high school. 
My sister graduated, so my par-
ents sent her to backpack around 
Europe. And I somehow talked my 
parents into letting me go with her, 
so my sister and I who get along 
great, we just jumped country to 
country. Everywhere from Amster-
dam to Paris to Spain. It was just 
such a privilege to be able to do that. 
Now I just want to go back, and I 
want my children to experience it. I 
want everyone to experience it. 
Richard Morse can be reached at 581-
7944 or at rjmorse@eiu.edu.
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eastern sophomore outside hitter Kelsey orr reaches for the ball during practice on monday afternoon in lantz arena. orr’s mother, marianne, was an all-american in volleyball at Purdue. 
her sister, aquila, plays volleyball at western Kentucky. the two sisters played against each other in a match last spring. orr is fluent in english, spanish and French. orr brings a lot of 
experience from last season. she played in 28 matches in the 2007 season and a 103 sets. last season, orr was ranked ninth in the ohio Valley conference for aces per set (0.36) in league 
matches. orr also ran track and field in high school and was a four-year honor student and graduated with academic honors.
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NATIONAL SPORTS 
BASEBALL 
Chicago Cubs at St. Louis I 
7 tonight on FSN Midwest 
BASEBALL 
Toronto at Chicago White Sox I 
7 tonight on CSN Chicago 
WNBA 
Phoenix at Detroit I 
6 tonight on ESPN 
DAN CUSACK 
Panthers' 
offense 
on fire 
The most terrified individuals 
in sports right now should not be 
defenders trying to tackle Giants 
running back Brandon Jacobs 
or international defenders try-
ing to shut down Lebron James, 
but goalkeepers having to play the 
Eastern men's soccer team. 
The Panthers have notched 
multiple scores in three of four 
matches, have torched defenses 
with 66 shots and have found the 
back of the net II times. 
Even more daunting for defens-
es that have had the misforrune of 
playing the Panthers, everyone is 
getting involved. 
Six Panthers have beaten goal-
keepers, with sophomore forward 
Alex Harrison leading the way 
with three, and seniors Brad Peters 
and Adam Gartner each scoring 
two goals for the Panthers (3- I-0). 
Six Panthers have also notched 
assists, including three each by 
H arrison and Peters. 
At this point last season the 
Panthers were 2- I- I, but had only 
scored four goals. 
The Panthers relied on unre-
lenting defense to scrap hard, 
fought wins. 
This season, the daunting 
defense has returned in addition 
to the offensive flurry the Panthers 
have displayed. 
The Panthers have outshot 
opponents 66-4I, while outscor-
ing them 11-6. 
Three of the opponent's goals 
have come in garbage time when 
the Panthers have had the game 
at hand. 
Eastern's II goals are even 
more impressive, as the team lost 
Mick Galeski to graduation, who 
contributed eight of the Panthers 
34 goals last season. 
The Panthers' schedule so far 
has not been particularly tough, 
but now comes the true meat of 
the schedule. 
These tougher games will be 
vital for the Panthers in the Mis-
souri Valley Conference where 
matches are often decided by one 
goal. 
>> SEE CUSACK, PAGE 9 
VOLLEYBALL 
Friday at Ole Miss Magnolia Classic I 
All Day - Oxford, Miss. 
FOOTBALL I INJURY UPDATES 
Players return to field 
AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Senior fullback Chip Keys makes a block for senior wide receiver Quinten Ponius Saturday afternoon at Memo-
rial Stadium. Keys returned to the Panthers' offense after his 2007 season was ended by an ankle injury. 
Go-to guys on 
both sides of the ball 
back to playing 
By SCOTT RICHEY 
Sports Editor 
Eastern red-shirt senior fullback 
Chip Keys was the Panthers' lead-
ing scorer last season with six touch-
downs through the first four weeks 
of the 2007 season. Three of those 
touchdowns came against Indiana 
State on Sept. 22. 
One week later the Panthers lost 
all production from the biggest back 
in their rotation as Keys suffered a 
season-ending ankle injury against 
Southeast Missouri. Keys was in 
crutches after halftime, and four days 
later Keys was set to have surgery on 
his injured ankle. 
Now Keys is back on the field and 
again a crucial aspect of the Panthers' 
offense. Eastern head coach Bob 
Spoo said if Keys remains healthy 
this season he could be the Panthers' 
"ace in the hole." 
Keys is used as a blocking back 
in Eastern's two-back formation and 
also as a receiver out of the backfield. 
But he does the most damage in the 
Panthers' jumbo formation with red-
shirt senior Trent Steckel at fullback 
and Keys in the tailback spot. 
Eastern offensive coordinator Roy 
Wittke said Keys' multi-dimensional 
ability to line up at several different 
positions - including fullback, tight 
end and tailback - would make good 
use of the Panthers' use of different 
formations and personnel packages. 
"He's a guy that, with his size and 
strength, will be a more than capable 
blocker for us but will also give us 
another dimension in our run game 
with a true, big back type of guy," 
Wittke said. 
» SEE RETURNS, PAGE 9 
WOMEN'S SOCCER I NOTEBOOK 
Melinauskas takes leadership role 
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH 
Staff Reporter 
Eastern forward Pam Mdinauskas 
is one of only three seniors on the 
Panthers' roster this season. 
She's also one of the most vocal 
players when she's on the field. 
H owever, Mdinauskas said her 
vocal leadership has nothing to do 
with her seniority on the team. 
It just comes naturally. 
"H onestly it's something I've been 
doing since freshman year," said 
Melinauskas, who led the team with 
three shots, including one on goal in 
the team's I-0 loss to Wright State 
on Friday. 
"I just go out there and try to get 
the team energized and motivate 
them," Melinauskas said. 
Even with Melinauskas' vocal 
leadership, she has the ability to let 
her play speak for itself, and she's 
played a much more prominent role 
on the team this year. 
Melinauskas has started all six of 
the Panthers' matches so far this sea-
son as opposed to making only one 
start last year as a junior. 
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Senior defender Ashley Slota and senior forward Pam Melinauskas try to 
head a corner kick in during the second half against Eastern Michigan at 
Lakeside Field Sunday afternoon. The Panthers were shutout 4-0. 
Additionally, the Panthers have 
a 4-0 record in matches in which 
Melinauskas scores. 
They were 2-0 in both 2006 and 
2007 . 
Wright State head coach Pat 
Ferguson was quick to point out 
Melinauskas' presence on the field. 
"(Melinauskas) is a very good, 
dangerous player," Ferguson said. 
Panthers' head coach T im Nowak 
said the Panthers have enjoyed hav-
ing Mdinauskas' leadership on the 
field. 
» SEE SOCCER, PAGE 10 
EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Friday at Bradley Invitational I 
All Day - Peoria 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Friday at NIU Invitational I 
11 :30 a.m. - DeKalb 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Friday at Ball State I 
3 p.m. - Muncie, Ind. 
FOOTBALL I SPOTLIGHT 
Illinois 
paid 
money, 
Eastern 
paid dues 
Eastern gains 
experience against 
two FBS teams 
By SCOTT RICHEY 
Sports Editor 
Eastern received $300,000 to 
play lllinois on Saturday in Cham-
paign. Add in the $225,000 from 
Central Michigan and the Eastern 
athletic department brought in 
more than half a million dollars to 
play two Football Bowl Subdivi-
sion Teams. But on Saturday after 
the Panthers' 47-2Iloss to lllinois, 
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo 
didn't talk about the money East-
ern received. Instead he focused 
on the experience his team got in 
playing a Top 25 team. 
"As I told our team just now, 
we paid our dues," Spoo said after 
the game. "We played our bowl 
subdivision teams and now we get 
back to our level." 
Spoo said the Panthers didn't 
capitalize on opportunities they 
had to score against the Fighting 
Illini, but he said his team's effort 
at the end of the game was good. 
The Panthers scored two 
touchdowns in a I9-second peri-
od in the fourth quarter on a I5-
yard touchdown pass by red-shirt 
junior quarterback Bodie Reed-
er and a nine-yard fumble recov-
ery by senior free safety Irvin Jean-
Charles. 
"I was pleased about the way 
our guys came back," Spoo said. 
"We talk about finishing, and I 
thought they did that." 
The majority of the Panthers' 
experience came in defending 
teams that run the spread offense. 
Both Central Michigan and 
Illinois run the spread and rely on 
quarterbacks who can also gain 
yardage with their feet. 
Eastern plays Indiana State, 
Jacksonville State, Southeast Mis-
souri and Tennessee State later this 
season, and all four employ the 
spread or variations of the spread 
and all four have mobile quarter-
backs. 
"We've played two of the better 
quarterbacks I believe we'll see all 
year," Spoo said about Dan LeFe-
vour (Central Michigan) and Juice 
Williams (lllinois). 
Eastern red-shirt senior defen-
sive end Pierre Walters said Illi-
nois' offense was tough to defend 
against because of how fast the 
Fighting Illini ran their spread 
offense. 
"I think once we break down 
the film and fix some things we're 
going to get a lot better," Walters 
said. "Especially if we have to see 
that same type of offense again." 
» SEE GROWTH, PAGE 9 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Friday EIU Panther Invite I 
5:30 p.m. - EIU Panther Trail 
